
Hello Armadillos and Snow Leopards. 

Today we would like to complete the next ICT Coding activity. 

 

Go to the website: 

https://www.discoveryeducation.co.uk/login/eha/?service=espresso 

Password: Coding 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

         Select the bottom option 

 

1. Click on Learn 

2. Select the Catch the Fish lesson 

 

3. Play the tutorial with step by step instructions. 

https://www.discoveryeducation.co.uk/login/eha/?service=espresso


 

4..Use the tool at the top of the screen to move along each 

step. Begin by dragging the fishes and hide tool. Click       

to test it and don’t forget to click on the fish to 

make it hide. Click  to allow you to move on to the 

next step.  

 

5. Move on to step 2 and complete the code by dragging the 3 

fish and given commands hide. Click to test it and 

then click the fishes to make them hide. Click to 

allow you to move on to the next step. 

 

6. Move on to step 3 and complete the code by dragging the 

fish and direction. Click to test it moves. Click       

to allow you to move on to the next step. 

   

 

7. Move on to step 4 and complete the code by dragging each 

fish and directions into the event block. Click to 

test each fish move. Click to allow you to move on to 

the next step. 

 

8. Move on to step 5 and drag the event blocks to make each 

of the 3 fish hide when clicked. Click  to test it and 

make all 3 fish move, then click each fish in turn to make 

them hide. Click to allow you to move on to the next 

step. 

 



9. Move on to build your own ocean scene by choosing your 

own objects and background using the design palette.  

 

Click + to choose the objects and move them where you would 

like on the grid. Then choose your background  

Drag the start and click events with objects and chosen 

directions. You could try to make them change direction 

rather than hide when clicked. Click to test it and 

make each creature move. Click               to allow you to 

finish.       

 

When you have completed all steps click on logo to leave 

the page.  

 

Well done on completing your sixth lesson on coding! 

Next week we will move on to lesson 7 where we will learn how 

to add more simple inputs. 


